
Pupil Premium 

What is Pupil Premium? 

The Pupil Premium was introduced in April 2011 and is allocated to 

schools to work with pupils who have been registered for free school 

meals at any point in the last six years (known as ‘Ever 6 FSM’). Schools 

also receive funding for children who have been looked after 

continuously for more than six months, and children of service personnel. 

Why has it been introduced? 

The Government believes that the Pupil Premium, which is additional to 

main school funding, is the best way to address the current underlying 

inequalities between children eligible for free school meals (FSM) and 

their peers by ensuring that funding to tackle disadvantage reaches the 

pupils who need it most. 

Who decides on how the money is spent? 

In most cases the Pupil Premium is paid direct to schools, allocated to 

them for every pupil who receives free school meals. Schools decide how 

to use the funding, as they are best placed to assess what their pupils 

need. 

How are schools accountable for the spending of Pupil Premium? 

They are held accountable for the decisions they make through: 

•  The performance tables which show the performance of 

disadvantaged pupils compared with their peers. 

•  The new Ofsted inspection framework, under which inspectors 

focus on the attainment of pupil groups, in particular those who 

attract the Pupil Premium. 

Ireby School Pupil Premium allocation for 2018-19 is £9540 

 



At Ireby School, we believe that the best way to support vulnerable 

children is through the delivery of high quality lessons alongside their 

peers and that the class teacher is instrumental in supporting this 

process. This view is supported by government research: 

‘High quality teaching for all Leaders of more successful schools emphasise the 

importance of ‘quality teaching first’. They aim to provide a consistently high 

standard, through setting expectations, monitoring performance, tailoring 

teaching and support to suit their pupils and sharing best practice. This 

approach is supported by a body of research, which has found that good 

teachers are especially important for pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds.’ 

‘For poor pupils the difference between a good teacher and a bad teacher is a 

whole year’s learning.’- Supporting the attainment of disadvantaged pupils 

Briefing for school leaders – DFE. 

Funding received by our school will therefore be used to support 

teacher’s training and professional development. 

Other potential barriers include: 

 Attendance and behaviour: 

‘Addressing behaviour and attendance: Pupils have to be in school and 

able to pay attention before they can access learning. More successful 

schools make sure they have really effective behaviour strategies: 

communicating simple, clear rules and training all staff in behaviour 

management. They also have strong social and emotional support 

strategies to help pupils in need of additional support, including through 

working with their families.  

Similarly, more successful schools set up rapid response systems to 

address poor attendance. This includes staff contacting home 

immediately a pupil fails to arrive on time. If the problem persists, staff 

work with families to address any barriers they face in getting their 

children to school.’ 



At Ireby School we know our pupils and parents exceptionally well and 

place a great emphasis on having strong relationships. As part of this we 

monitor the attendance of our pupils on a daily basis. If a child is absent 

or late, parents will be contacted on the day (either face to face or by 

phone – sometimes with 10 minutes of registers closing) to ascertain the 

reason. All appropriate support will be given to ensure pupils attend 

school. 

Assessing progress/ extra support 

At Ireby School, we assess the progress of our pupils on a termly basis 

and recognise that there may be occasions when additional support may 

be required. In these circumstances, additional funding may be used to 

fund Teaching Assistants or teachers to deliver additional support to our 

vulnerable children as well as the purchase of resources required to 

support their learning needs. This support can vary depending on the 

needs of the pupil. 

 


